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genetic information found within organisms are arranged as chromosomes
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chromosomes circular chromosome

in the nucleus in the cytoplasm

a chromosome is a super coiled DNAmolecule a gene is a length ofDNAthat codes
which contains genetic information in the form of genes

genes are heritable:passed from parent to offspring

Itsee genes control specific characteristics of individuals

In eukaryotes, the number of chromosomes varies significantlybetween different species
ex:mosquitoes=6, wheat

=

42, horses =64 and humans =46 a a
gene for face freckles

3 3) both alleles for no freckles

chromosomes are often organized in pairs, called homologous pairs I allele for free earlobes

homologous chromosomes have the same length, same genes at the same location
B b

gene for earlobe shape

BUTtheyare often notidentical as each pair mayhave a differentform ofa gene:allele allele for attached earlobes

The majorityof your body's somatic cells have homologous pairs 2 sets ofeach chromosome in their nucleus:diploid
'di' means I

Your sexcells gametes have onlyone of each homologous pair I setofeach chromosome in their nucleus:haploid
'haplous' means single

why? During fertilisation, the haploid nucleus ofsperm fuses with E
the haploid nucleus of ovum to produce a diploid zygote

+23 46 zygote has 2 copies of
each chromosome 2 x23 =46

genetic code:the base sequence of nucleotides in DNA or RNA

the order of the code determines which amino acids are formed in what order

like how a cook book

genes and codons don'tmake
2doesn't make meals

proteins, rather theyprovide butinstructionon
*8586

instructions on how to make them how to prepare them

COOOK:3 nucleotide base sequence that codes for a particular amino acid

20 different amino acids, each with different codons that code for them

base sequence of

*86 2 different alleles -8y
amino acids

polypeptide

different alleles have a different base sequence different sequence codes for different amino acids

different proteins have differentshapes and thus functions differentamino acid sequence forms differentproteins



Protein synthesis or gene expression is the process bywhich Gene

instructions in DNA (genes) are converted into a functional ext??e
product- a protein & DNA
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The process comprises of 2 steps:

ATGATCTOTAA)/Transcription:DNAis unwound and the gene (template) ex AUGAUCr
> mRNA imIis copied into a complementarymRNA Locat

messenger RNAsingle-stranded transcript

AusauccOUA
mRNAtranscript

2 Translation: genetic information in mRNAis translated

into a sequence of amino acids in
I

a polypeptide chain, i.e.protein Met - Tyr=Ser polypeptide

Central Dogma ofMolecular Biology:genetic information flows in one direction - from DNARNA proteins

nucleus I DNAgene mRNAtranscript

a In the nucleus in eukaryotes DNAdouble helixis unwoundrimisine openoxMRNAIOPS *RNAdoes notuse the set

, I

b RNApolymerase moves and reads the gene on DNA

C using one strand as a template, RNApolymerase synthesizes a
-·more

bythe enzyme RNApolymerase

ribose insead of deoxyribose

* but instead Uracil U which is

complementaryto A and has

RNA

g once gene is copied, DNArewinds and mRNAleaves nucleus

cytoplasm via nuclear pore into the cytoplasm
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amino acid mRNAtranscript protein
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Ala a mRNAbinds to a ribosome
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enwa b ribosome reads mRNA, one codon at a time

c tRNAtransfer RNA brings amino acid to the ribosome that

corresponds to correctcodon
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aminoacios foetideborus,combining togetherintonpolypeice
ene

amino acids

e polypeptide folds into protein



Protein shape function

The gene sequence determines the number and order of amino acids which in turn determine its structure and function:

↳
some proteins are fibrous, ↳

enzymes are globular
↳ membrane carriers ↳ receptors bind onto specific substances to initiate

these are typicallystructural proteins with specific have specific shapes a response

ex:collagen active site transportof substances ex: receptors
⑧ ⑳

shapes i.e. their which allow the

on lymphocytes yriiansmitterto⑧
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ex:amylase ⑧
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In eukaryotes, notall cells perform the same functions, and therefore do nothave the same requirements for proteins

w like society, it is more efficientto specialize and have certain members perform specific functions cell differentiation

how when cells specialize, theyexpress some of their genes make some proteins and no longer express other genes don'tmake some proteins

loosely-packed DNA
tightly-packed DNA

around proteinsSee ,s&histones can illl

control how -

genes freelyaccessible genes not freelyaccessible
packed DNAis
around them

&
higher gene expression

↳
lower gene expression

↳ ↳
these proteins are made these proteins are not made

Hefferentiation:

A

Nearlyall of your bodycells contain the same genes, but theylook and act different due to differentiation specialization

When stem cells differentiate, gene expression changes:some genes turned on and others 'turned off' based on the cell'sfunction and protein requirement

*DNAin all your cells

based on its needs *ie
8Barnegenes are used more less

is identical, justsome

fat cells
& ↑ ⑱ ·

stem cells

O undifferentiated
e 0.0

**
⑲ ⑧ cells thathave & liver cellsred the abilityto

blood cells ⑲N specialize into anycell type
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Answer the following questions:

Humans typicallyhave 23 pairs of chromosomes in their bodycells. In some cases, when a sperm or over is produced, theyhave
22 or 24 chromosomes, resulting from a process called non-disjunction.

Research two different disorders:one where the human has 47chromosomes and one where the human has 45.

For each, provide the name and a description ofthe effects this has on the individual

2 Using the following DNAtemplate strand below, deduce the mRNAtranscript that would be produced in transcription.

TACAATCGCTTTGGTAAAACT

3 Using the following mRNAcodon table, deduce the amino acid sequence that would be translated from the transcript in 2

4Contrast the structures of DNA and RNA

3 Astem cell and lymphocyte are extracted from a person. How would these cells be similar and how would theybe different?

6 Stem cells have enormous potential in medical applications. Research 2 medical conditions. For each:

a) Describe the medical condition and explain whycurrently there isn't a cure

b) Explain how stem cells could potentiallybe used to treat this condition


